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Managing apheresis as a source of cellular
therapy starting material: abstract
The starting cells are the most critical starting material for any cellular therapy … and the most
variable. There is inherent tension between manufacturing (minimal variability) and
clinical/commercial (minimal clinical site disruption) on how this variability is managed.
Resolving this tension favourably fundamentally impacts commercial and clinical viability of
autologous products in particular.
Using apheresis collection as an example, the potential to standardise collection management
without breaking the bank or turning away patients will be described. Formally developing the
collection process and deploying through centres of excellence is encouraged.
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Leukemia Patients Remain in Remission More Than Two Years
After Receiving Genetically Engineered T Cell Therapy
University of Pennsylvania Researchers Report on Results of Trial in 12 Patients, Including Two
Children
ATLANTA — Nine of twelve leukemia patients who received infusions of their own T cells after the cells had been
genetically engineered to attack the patients’ tumors responded to the therapy, which was pioneered by scientists
in the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. Penn Medicine researchers will present
the latest results of the trial today at the American Society of Hematology’s Annual Meeting and Exposition.

Japan – Strategic
The clinical trial participants, all of whom had advanced cancers, included 10 adult patients with chronic
lymphocytic leukemia treated at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP) and two children with
Allianceacute lymphoblastic leukemia treated at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. Two of the first three patients
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treated with the protocol at HUP – whose cases were detailed in the New England Journal of Medicine and
Science Translational Medicine in August 2011 – remain healthy and in full remissions more than two years after
their treatment, with the engineered cells still circulating in their bodies. The findings reveal the first successful
and sustained demonstration of the use of gene transfer therapy to turn the body’s own immune cells into
weapons aimed at cancerous tumors.
“Our results show that chimeric antigen receptor modified T cells have great promise to improve the treatment of
leukemia and lymphoma,” says the trial’s leader, Carl June, MD, the Richard W. Vague Professor in
Immunotherapy in the department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine and director of Translational Research
in Penn’s Abramson Cancer Center. “It is possible that in the future, this approach may reduce or replace the
need for bone marrow transplantation.”
The results pave the way for a potential paradigm shift in the treatment of these types of blood cancers, which in
advancedbase
stages have the possibility of a cure only with bone marrow transplants. That procedure requires a
Melbourne - home
lengthy hospitalization and carries at least a 20 percent mortality risk -- and even then offers only a limited
chance of cure for patients whose disease has not responded to other treatments.
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Three abstracts about the new research will be presented during the ASH meeting. David Porter, MD, director of
Blood and Marrow Transplantation in the Abramson Cancer Center, will give an oral presentation of Abstract
#717 on Monday, Dec. 10, at 5 PM in the Thomas Murphy Ballroom 4, Level 5, Building B of the Georgia World
Congress Center. Michael Kalos, PhD, director of the Translational and Correlative Studies Laboratory at Penn,
will give an oral presentation on Abstract #756 on Monday, Dec. 10, at 5:45 PM in C208-C210, Level 2, Building
C. Stephan Grupp, MD, PhD, director of Translational Research in the Center for Childhood Cancer Research at
“Manufacturing will be a competitive advantage”
the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, will present a poster of Abstract #2604 on Sunday, Dec. 9, at 6 PM in Hall
Jason Kolbert
B1-B2, Level 1, Building B.
The protocol for the new treatment involves removing patients' cells through an apheresis process similar to
blood donation, and modifying them in Penn's cell and vaccine production facility. Scientists there reprogram the
patients’ T cells to target tumor cells through a gene modification technique using a HIV-derived lentivirus vector.
The vector encodes an antibody-like protein, called a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR), which is expressed on the
surface of the T cells and designed to bind to a protein called CD19.

Reach of managed apheresis/tissue
collection site network and
The modified cells are then infused back into the patient's body following lymphodepleting chemotherapy. Once
commercialisation capability
the T cells start expressing the CAR, they focus all of their killing activity on cells that express CD19, which

Quality management of apheresis collections is
a major pain point for cellular therapies
Manufacturing wants …

Clinical/commercial wants …

Quality oversight (regulatory
requirement)

Latest possible “intent to treat”

Maximum data for procedure/process
optimisation

Minimal imposition on sites

Tight incoming product spec – low
variation

Wide product spec/ maximum patient
access

Apheresis product: the most critical and hardest to control starting material for cellular therapy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple sources of variability and risk
Donor, operator, collection platform and analytic platform variability
Cryopreservation and thawing
Identity tracking and serology
Minimum manufacturability requirements unknown/poorly defined
Manufacturing process variability to accommodate variable starting material
Local regulatory oversight requirements
Just in time production scheduling vulnerable to collection failure
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Key collection quality attributes
T-cells: collection efficiency then composition
CD34+: collection efficiency then composition
Monocytes for DC therapy: composition then collection efficiency

Apheresis process development:
collection algorithms

Manufacturable
product range
Early indicators
of quality risks



Threshold to
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CTPL’s apheresis service line provides scalable
control of critical starting materials
Apheresis
development

•
•
•

CQA (integrate cell processing AND clinical site/patient processes
Collection protocols; acceptance criteria
Comparability
Staged roll-out via centres

Apheresis SOP’s

Site selection

•
•
•

SOP’s, manuals and data protection
Process specific customization
Quality/technical agreements
•
•

Site
establishment
Collection and
logistics
monitoring

Site screening criteria
Audits and gap analysis
•
•
•
•

Customise/localise SOP’s
Training
Quality agreement
Supervise initial collection(s)
•
•
•
•

of excellence: concentrate
volume and experience
Centres may not be
treatment sites?
Cryo-preservation hubs?
Standardised analytics?

Referral, scheduling, shipping procedures
Remote deviations management and Helpdesk
Performance analysis
Remediation

